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Abstract In order to improve the quality ofweb datamining
algorithm, this paper summarizes the advantages and disad-
vantages of several web data source models, including web
log, application server log,Client-side log, Packet sniffer, and
5-gram united events model. Based on this analysis, a new 4-
gram united events model (UEM4) is proposed in this paper.
Simulation experiments were conducted to verify the perfor-
mance of UEM4, compared with web log and 5-gram united
events model. The experiment results show that web log has
theworst session identification performance;UEM5has high
accuracy, best online and offline performance, but it needs the
application system support the ability to identify the session;
UEM4 does not require the application system to support
session identification, and also has a good accuracy and per-
formance of session identification. Therefore, this model can
be used in e-commerce, which can provide high quality data
sources for web mining algorithms and improve the quality
of intelligent services.

Keywords 4-Gram unified events model · Session
identification · User session

1 Introduction

Web mining is a hot topic nowadays [1–12]. Web mining
algorithm can be used to find hidden information from a
large number of web data, which has been widely used in
e-commerce decision support applications, such as person-
alized recommendation. Personalized recommendation can
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improve e-commerce sales from three aspects: browser into
buyers, increase cross selling, and build loyalty. No matter
what kind of algorithm is used, the data model influences
mining results greatly [13–18]. The quality of a data model
can be evaluated from three parts, including collecting, stor-
ing and preparing. Data collecting can deploy in client-side,
proxy-side and serve-side. Client-side collecting can be for-
bidden by users for privacy reasons. Proxy-side collecting
can only collect the behavior of clients that send requests to
the proxy. Serve-side collecting can collect all server activi-
ties of all accessing clients. Files (structured or unstructured)
and databases are the main mediums for web data storing.
Data preparing, including cleaning, integration, selection and
transformation, is to pre-process stored data and transform
themaccording to the requirement ofwebmining algorithms.

At present, there are several kinds of common web data
source model, including web log [19], application server log
[20], Client-side log, Packet sniffer [21], and 5-gram united
events model [22]. Web log is the most frequently used data
source in web mining system. This data is common in a vari-
ety of web servers, such as IIS, Apache, etc. Kohavi [23]
points out the shortcomings of the web log as a data source
for the web mining algorithm: (1) poor data collection. First,
due to the impact of local cache, proxy servers and firewalls,
part of the data can’t reach the server, which causes it is not
complete inweb logdata collection. Secondly, there aremany
problems in the clock synchronization of multi file system.
Thirdly, the web log contains a lot of redundant informa-
tion, such as the JPG, BMP and other pictures downloaded
due to the need of Http protocol. (2) It is not designed for
analysis. First, the URL string lacks the semantics, which
is logged by web log. Especially in today’s most dynamic
web site, URL analysis is almost meaningless because the
page content and site structure can be dynamically generated.
The second aspect is the lack of storage form information,
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which is very useful for the analysis of decision-making.
Thirdly, there is no other way to collect useful information,
such as the user’s local time, the user’s screen size, etc. (3)
Pre-processing is difficult and inaccurate. First of all, the pre-
processing could be affected by the downloaded images and
sounds. Secondly, due to the stateless Http protocol, user ses-
sion identification usually depends on cookie, timestamp, IP,
and browser type, but some problems will occur due to the
proxy server cache, IP redirection and the cookie refused by
user browser. Thirdly, the dynamic IP allocation makes the
same IP for many different users, while the same user has
different IP in different time periods. User session identifica-
tion is a heuristic approach to refactoring, and the results are
imprecise. (4) the data type is unitary, and there is no effec-
tive way to integrate with other electronic commerce event
data.

Application layer log uses the application layer system
to record data of various key events in e-commerce, includ-
ing browsing, buying, adding shopping basket and so on.
Application layer log data is collected at the server appli-
cation layer, which can well identify users and sessions,
integrate browsing records and purchase records, and analyze
key events in E-commerce. It has three advantages: (1) high
quality data collection. Because data logging is on the appli-
cation layer, application layer log does not contain redundant
information. In addition, application layer logs also can get a
lot of information that is not available in theWeb logs, such as
user connection speed, form information, page content, etc.
(2) Convenient user identification and session identification.
Since the application layer directly records sessions, users
register, log in and log off, there is no need to use heuristic
rules to reconstruct sessions, thus reducing the time overhead
caused by preprocessing and improving the accuracy of the
analysis. (3) Easy integration of multiple data. In general,
the application layer server logs can well identify the user
and the session, integrate the browsing records and purchase
records, and analyze the key events of e-commerce. At the
same time, there are also some problems in the implemen-
tation. In detail, the application layer log for the new site
is very convenient, which only needs to add relevant logi-
cal control records. but for the existing e-commerce sites,
the cost of rebuilding the system is very large. In addition,
the application layer log has not formed a good standard,
and there is no relevant implementation model and its user
session recognition algorithm.

Client-side log relies on client data collection, and the
client’s proxy can return the page and time requested by the
user for the server. There are usually two ways to collect
data from clients, one is to install software or plug-ins on
the client side, and the other is to implement the client script
or cookie through embedded pages. Considering most users
usually don’t like to install many unnecessary software and
plug-ins on the computer, the first way is limited to use. The

second way is limited to use in the same way because client
scripts and cookie can be banned in browsers.

Packet Sniffer can decode protocols, report statistics, auto-
matically identify many common problems in the network,
and generate management reports by observing network traf-
fic and network configuration. Data records of Packet Sniffer
can be used in aWeb data model to obtain access information
by listening to Web packets. Packet Sniffer data collection
can be deployed on the server side, client side or proxy server
side. Packet sniffer can get more information than the web
log, such as the user’s click stop button event. It has some
advantages, such as supporting for any web server, captur-
ing data in real time, unified processing of multi-server, and
reducing the load on theweb server. Except these advantages,
Packet sniffer model has three disadvantages: Firstly, it is
difficult to identify users and sessions. Secondly, encrypted
traffic can’t be handled. Thirdly, the information in URL
string can’t be captured. UEM5 can identify the session with
high accuracy, but it needs more support from the applica-
tion system, which increases the burden of the application
system and has higher requirements on the performance of
the application system.

To summarize, the advantages and disadvantages of Web
data models are shown in Table 1.

In the rest of this paper, we discuss the 4-gram united
events model in detail in Sect. 2. Simulation experiments are
conducted in Sect. 3 to verify the performance of UEM4. The
last part is the conclusion.

2 UEM4

Based on application layer, we propose a data model UEM4,
which has the advantage of application layer record, includ-
ing high quality of data collection, convenient user identifica-
tion and session identification. UEM4 can be used to describe
all kinds of events in the electronic commerce, and record
the user’s access. In an e-commerce site, the user has gone
through different stages from the beginning of visiting the
site to leave the site, the entire cycle becomes a web user life
cycle [24]. Key events occur in the Web user life cycle of
each stage, which include Login, Navigate, Depart, Search,
Buy, Abandon, AddToCart, DeleteItem, and ViewCart. Each
event is represented by an event type identifier. Depending
on the type of event, the N tuple is used to give a different
description.

2.1 UEM4 model representation

Usually, network users can be divided into registered users
and anonymous users. UEM4 uses different methods to iden-
tify the two user, and the access records of the two kinds of
user can be consolidated and processed. In detail, for reg-
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Table 1 Comparison of
advantages and disadvantages of
Web data models

Name Advantages Disadvantages

Server log Every one has got one Poor quality

Large volume Not designed for analysis

Not interfere with users Error-prone pre-processing

Hard to integrate with E-commerce data

Packet sniffer Additional information available Not handle encrypted traffic (SSL)

Handle multiple Web servers as
one

Not capture sub URL information

Application server log High quality and semantic data Must design an application server properly

Accurate session identification Difficult to revise codes for existing
websites

Integrate with E-commerce data

5-gram High accuracy Need the application system support the
ability to identify the session

United event model Best online and offline
performance

Increases the burden of the application
system

Client User privacy

istered users, the user login mechanism is used to identify
the user; for anonymous users, IP and user browser type are
used to identify the user, which is similar to the web log
method. The difference is that the level of web logging is the
page URL, and the level of UEM4 can be selected by the
user themselves, which can be a page URL, commodity ID,
models, brands, and also be mixed in several ways.

user ID =
{
Session[′′user ID′′] Session[′′user ID′′] �= null
IP + BrowserAgent otherwise

(1)
time = System.DateT ime.Now (2)

UEM4 is a two-dimensional table model. Each line has a
record of access information, including four columns: user
ID, access time, event type, and event parameter informa-
tion. Either event type must include a user identifier (userID)
and timestamp, as two of the elements of the N tuple. Unified
event (UE) is a four tuple, which has four elements, including
userID, time, type, and param. UserIDmeans user identifica-
tion, as defined in the formula 1. As we can see from formula
1, useID has two definitions, for registered users, userID is
the database user identifier name for the logged in user; for
anonymous users, userID is IP+ user browser type. Time
means the access time, defined in the formula 2. Type and
param are defined in Table 2, type means the event type, and
param means the event parameter information.

Table 2 summarizes the types and parameters of all of
the events and their meanings. Param means the parameter
string, which has different interpretation according to the dif-
ferent type. For Search type, param is the search string; for
Navigate type, param is a commercial ID; for other types
of events, such as AddToCart, DeleteItem, ChangeQuantity,

Table 2 Event types and parameters of four different events

Event Event type Event parameters

Basic events Login –

Depart

Abandon

ViewCart

Customized

Simple events Search The Searched term

Navigate The navigated item

Customized Customized

Complex events AddToCart Newly added items and their
quantity

DeleteItem The item to be deleted

ChangeQuantity The item to be changed its
quantity

Buy Purchase items in the shopping
cart

Customized Customized

Compound events Compound Compound

andBuy, param is a complex list; for Compound types, param
is a composite event composed ofmultiple events. Therefore,
according to the complexity of the param string, the unified
event can be divided into four types, namely, the basic event,
the simple event, the complex event and the combined event.
The basic events are those events that have no parameters,
such as Login, Depart, Abandon, ViewCart and other events;
simple events are those events that have a single parame-
ter string, such as Navigate, Search, param; parameter of
complex events is a complex list, such as Buy, AddToCart,
DeleteItem, ChangeQuantity. In the three types of basic, sim-
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ple, and complex, the user can customize the type of event
required, that is to say, the model is extensible.

It is easy to implement UEM4 as a relational database
table called united event table (UET), which is a collection
of unified events, as defined in the formula 3. UE is a tuple in
UET. The UE manager is responsible for capturing various
events and storing event information inUET.UEM4 is a good
integration of a variety of key events in e-commerce, and the
model is scalable, it’s easy to add custom unified events to
the model.

UET = {UE} = {UE1, UE2, . . . , UEn}, n ∈ N,UET ⊆ UED

(3)

2.2 User session identification

UET is just a user access that stored a variety of events, which
can’t be used directly in web mining algorithms. In order to
be able to be used directly by theWeb mining algorithm, it is
necessary to carry out user identification and session identi-
fication operation, and convert the UET into the transaction
database.

2.2.1 User identification

The purpose of user identification is to identify each access
user, and to classify all access by user. The classification
method is to sort UET by userID and time to get the record set
RS. Different classification methods are used for registered
users and anonymous users, respectively. For these two types
of user, the UET tuples are divided into two different parts,
UETr and UETa , as shown in formula 4. UETr is the event
set containing events of all registered users, which is defined
in the formula 4. UETa is the event set containing events
of all anonymous users, which is defined in the formula 5.
UseID in formula 4 is a registered user account.

UET = UETa ∪ UETr (4)

UETr = {UE|UE ∈ UET ∧ UE.user ID} (5)

UETa = UET − UETr (6)

For registered users, the method is to classify the events
belong to the same useID into the same user, and it’s easy.
For anonymous users, the method is to classify the events
belong to the same IP and browser agent into the same user,
and it’s complicated.

Suppose there are two events UE1 and UE2, the condition
that can classify UE1 and UE2 into the same user is that the
value of formula 7 is true.

(UE1,UE2 ∈ UET) ∧ UE1.userID = UE2.userID

(7)

2.2.2 Session identification

Session identification is to regard a continuous access of
the same user as a session, accordingly, to find out all
the sessions of all users. In UEM4, the session is divided
into two different types: anonymous sessions and registered
sessions. A sequence of united events that satisfy the fol-
lowing four conditions is called anonymous session:Firstly,
< UE1,UE2, . . . ,UEm > is unified event sequence; Sec-
ondly, for the same user, (∀i,j ∈ N)((i,j ∈ [1,m]) →
UEi.userID = UEj.userID ); Thirdly, events’ interval is
less than the threshold value, that’s to say, (∀i ∈ N )(i ∈
[1,m) → UEi+1.t ime − UEi .t ime ≤ ε); Fourthly, the
sequence is the largest. Anonymous session is similar to the
Web log session identification, becauseRShas been sorted by
userID and time, anonymous session can be obtained by time-
out method [25,26] according to the time interval between
two adjacent events. For a registered user, the session identifi-
cation method is divided into two cases according to whether
the systemusingUEM4allows the sameuser to havemultiple
sessions at the same time. Boolean parameter AllowMulti-
pleAccess is provided to indicate whether the UEM4 system
allows multiple sessions at the same time as the same user.
If the value of AllowMultipleAccess is true, representing the
system allows the same user to have multiple sessions at the
same time, the UEM4 uses the same session identification
method as an anonymous user; if the value of AllowMul-
tipleAccess is false, which means that the system does not
allow more than 1 session at the same time as the same user,
UEM4 uses a registration session identification method. The
registration session identification method scans the RS to
identify the UE of all logged events to its NextLogin event
during the session identification. For the same user, since RS
has been sorted by time, the NextLogin is easily identified
by sequentially scanning rs. There are two modes for users
to leave the site: the first mode is to click the “left” link from
the site, which can record the event of Depart; the second
mode is directly close the browser, which led to loss of the
Depart event record. Either way, the UE before next Login is
the last unified event of a user in a continuous access to the
registration session.

2.2.3 User session identification algorithm

The user session list is a nested two tuple, which is divided
into an internal two tuple and an external two tuple. The inter-
nal two tuple <type, param)i > is the sequence of events of
a user’s session, which (type, param) represents the type and
parameter of a unified event UE.And the external two tuple is
a collection of event sequences formultiple sessions. In order
to explain the meaning of internal two tuples, let’s suppose
that there are two nested two tuples, one of which is (U1,
{< (Login), (Navigate, 001), (Buy, (001100) & (002,20)),
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Table 3 Timeout splitting method and Login-tag splitting method

AllowMultipleAccess=false AllowMultipleAccess=true
Anonymous user Registered user Anonymous user Registered user

Timeout segmentation
√

–
√ √

Login mark segmentation –
√

– –

(Depart) >}), and the other one is (U2, {< (Login, >)}).
The first one means that the user U1 logs in first and then
browse the 001 item, then buys the 100 items of the 001 and
20 items of the 001, and then leaves the site in a session. The
other user U2 has only logged events in a session.

when identifying user sessions, the GenSessions algo-
rithm first divides the user into a set of records, and then
splits the same user event. There are two kinds of event seg-
mentation methods for the same user: timeout segmentation
session identification method and Login mark segmentation

method, which are shown in Table 3. The timeout segmen-
tation session identification method checks whether the time
interval between the two adjacent events of a user is timed
out, and if it is out of time, it is split between the two events.
Loginmark segmentation checkswhether the type of an event
is Login, if it is Login, then The split point is located between
the event and the previous event.

When the user session is identified by the GenSessions
algorithm, the input is UET, and the output is a nested two
tuples. The whole GenSessions algorithm is as follows.
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Logging in the application layer can solve a series of
pre-processing problems of Web log. User and session iden-
tification are more accurate and can be used as a good data
source for analysis. Browse, purchase and other types of
event records are well integrated in the same model. The
user session set obtained by the user session identification
can be saved to the database or used directly by the mining
algorithm.

2.2.4 Web mining analysis

UEM4 can achieve multi-dimensional multi-level mining
algorithm by integrating browsing records and purchase
records. Taking the FP algorithm [27] as an example, we
demonstrate how to use UEM4 to change the existing
algorithm to the multidimensional algorithm UEMFP. The
algorithm is as follows.

FP algorithm is a typical association rule algorithm with-
out frequent item sets. There are two differences between
UEMFP and FP: (1) the tree node of UEMFP stores two-
dimensional information, which can be used to mine mul-
tidimensional frequent patterns. (2) the event parameters of
UEMFP are multi-level, so it can be used to mine multi-level
frequent patterns.

As we can see from the algorithm, the change from FP
algorithm to UEMFP algorithm can be done just by modi-
fying URL match of FP algorithm to the matching of two
tuples because there is just a little change about the infor-
mation node tree, and the process of UEMFP algorithm is

the same as FP algorithm. Therefore, UEMFP can correctly
mine all frequent patterns. The UEM4model is not only suit-
able for association rules algorithm, but also can be used to
transform the sequence pattern algorithm and the clustering
algorithm, which can also produce the multi-dimension and
multi-level level Web mining algorithm.

3 Simulation experiments

In order to verify the performance of insertion events and
user session identification of UEM4, simulation experiments
ofWeb log data and UEM data in the intelligent e-commerce
network developed by our laboratory is carried out. All
programs were written in C#, and all experiments were per-
formed on a PCmachinewith i7-4500UCPU, 8MBmemory,
and a Win8 operating system.

3.1 Inserting events performance experiments

The experiments verify the performance of inserting uni-
form events of UEM4 model. Due to the time of inserting
a record is very short, the experiments tested the insertion
time of a large amount of data, and we take its average value
as a record insertion time. The performance of the model
is tested in two cases, which are the insertion of different
events and the insertion of new records under the number
of different events. Figure 1 shows the results of inserting
10,000–50,000 events into the UET table with UEM4 and
UEM5 respectively when the UET table is empty. As we can
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Fig. 1 Performance test of
inserting events

t(s)

number of events

Fig. 2 Performance test of
inserting events under different
number of current events

t(s)

number of existing events

see from the Fig. 1, the UEM4 and UEM5 model inserts the
record in a linear relationship with the number of inserted
records. The average time for UEM4 to insert a record is
1.43 milliseconds, while UEM5 is in the order of 1.82 mil-
liseconds. Like UEM5, UEM4 has very good performance in
inserting records, and is suitable for adding uniform events
online without affecting the performance of the application.

Figure 2 shows the test results that 10,000 events are
inserted into the UET table in the case of a different number
of existing records in the UET table. As can be seen from the
Fig. 2, UEM4 and UEM5 are not affected by the amount of
data recorded by the existing UET. It can be seen that both
UEM4 and UEM5 are scalable, and even if a large amount
of data has been stored, it does not affect the performance
of the online insertion record. By using the data warehouse
technology, the real-time UET table is stored as a ETL in
the data warehouse, which can not only accelerate the per-
formance of online insert record, but also realize the goal of
mining analysis and transaction independence.

3.2 Precision rate test of user session identification
algorithm

This experiment tests the accuracy rate of the GenSessions
algorithm in the session recognition, that’s to say, to identify
the degree of agreement between the session obtained by the
GenSessions algorithm and server session. We construct a
set of 5000 session sets, and then use the web log model,
UEM4 (AllowMultipleAccess) model and UEM5 model to
record respectively, the precision of session identification of

these three models under different timeout threshold can be
measured.

As shown in Fig. 3, UEM5 has the highest accuracy rate,
the accuracy rate of UEM4 is centered, and the accuracy rate
of web log is the lowest. Due to the use of ex-ante identi-
fication method, the accuracy of UEM5 is 100%, but it has
a drawback that the application system needs to support the
ability to identify the session, which will increase the burden
on the application system. The accuracy of UEM4 session
identification is discussed in two cases: when AllowMulti-
pleAccess is false, identification of UEM4 registered users
is correct, but the users need to use the timeout segmenta-
tionmethod, and the timeout segmentationmethod treats two
cross access sessions as the same session, or a session split as
the two session,which affects the accuracy of session identifi-
cation; when AllowMultipleAccess is true, UEM4 registered
users also need to adopt the timeout segmentation method,
accordingly, the session identification accuracy of UEM4 is
reduced, but there is stillmore than 80%accuracy. The lowest
accuracy of web Log is because it contains a lot of redun-
dant access, such as taking the Html file embedded as a user
access.

3.3 Performance test of user session identification
algorithm

In this experiment, the performance of GenSessions algo-
rithm is tested, and the performance of session identification
algorithm is comparedwith that ofweb log andUEM5.Based
on the session set constructed in 3.2, assuming a timeout
threshold of 10 seconds, we tested the session recognition
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Fig. 3 Precision test on user
session identification algorithm

pr
ec

isi
on

timeout threshold

Table 4 Performance test on user session identification algorithm

Session volume UEM5 UEM4 (false) UEM4 (true) Web log

1000 0.156 0.462 0.458 16.06

2000 0.232 0.772 0.828 32.00

3000 0.344 0.964 1.014 48.30

4000 0.462 1.49 1.492 64.00

5000 0.676 1.706 1.712 80.80

time ofweb log,UEM4 (differentAllowMultipleAccess) and
UEM5 respectively under different data volumes. The results
are shown in Table 4.

As shown in Table 4, both UEM4 and UEM5 have a high
performance in session identification. UEM5 has the high-
est offline analytical performance due to the use of ex-ante
identification sessions; UEM4 has a good performance and
has a nearly linear time complexity. Due to the need for more
complex pre-processing of log files, theweb log session iden-
tification has poor performance.

In general, UEM5 has a high accuracy rate, the best online
and offline performance, but the application system needs to
be able to support session identification for UEM5. UEM4
does not require the application system to support session
identification, and also has a good accuracy and performance
of session identification. Which model to choose depends on
the specific requirements of the user’s UEM system. UEM4
and UEM5 have greatly improved the user access data pro-
vided by the web log source, which provides a reliable and
convenient data source for intelligent recommendation.

4 Conclusion

In order to solve the problems of web data source, this paper
proposes a web data source model UEM4 based on applica-
tion layer record. The performance of the model is verified
by simulation experiments, and the performance is compared
with that of UEM5 and web log. Experimental results show
that: (1) web log has the worst performance among the three
model. (2) like UEM5, UEM4 has four advantages: firstly,

it is more accurate and convenient user session identifica-
tion than web log, and can solve the problem of a series of
web log pre-processing; secondly, it is well integrated with
the purchase, browsing and other types of events; thirdly, it is
compatible with the existingwebmining algorithm; fourthly,
it supports multi-dimensional and multi-level web mining
analysis. (3) UEM5 has a higher accuracy rate than UEM4,
but forUEM5, the application systemneeds the ability to sup-
port session identification, which needs higher requirements
on the performance of the application system; UEM4 does
not require the application system to support session identi-
fication, and also has a good accuracy and performance of
session identification. Which model to choose depends on
the specific requirements of the user’s UEM system.

In summary, UEM4 model provides a high quality data
source for web mining algorithm, and has a good recogni-
tion accuracy and performance. The data records of various
e-commerce can be easily added in the model. The newWeb
data source model is proposed, which provides a high qual-
ity data source for the intelligent e-commerce site, and thus
improves the quality of intelligent service.
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